
CHARNWOOD COMMUNITY SAFETY PARTNERSHIP
THURSDAY, 26TH OCTOBER 2017 AT 1.30PM

IN COMMITTEE ROOM 2, SOUTHFIELDS, LOUGHBOROUGH

AGENDA

1. APOLOGIES

2. MINUTES

To approve the minutes of the meeting held on 13th July 2017, attached at
page 3, and to discuss matters arising.

3. UPDATE ON POLICE AND CRIME PLAN 2017/18

The Police and Crime Commissioner has been invited for this item.

4. INTEGRATED OFFENDER MANAGEMENT

A presentation from the Integrated Offender Management service will be
provided at the meeting.

5. PERFORMANCE UPDATE (A. Fadesco)

A presentation detailing performance figures will be provided at the meeting.

6. DELIVERY GROUP UPDATES

(a) Strategic Group (T. McCabe)

(i) Update including a funding update incorporating the Partnership
Locality Fund 2017/18 is attached at page 9.

(ii) To agree a Memorandum of Understanding with Neighbourhood
Watch which is attached at page 17.

(b) JAG Delivery Group (Insp. D. Barker)

(i) Update is attached at page 21.
(ii) Report on progress with the Partnership’s Action Plan 2017/18

is attached at page 33.

7. LOUGHBOROUGH STUDENTS STREET SUPPORT SCHEME AND
LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY UPDATE
(G. Feavyour)

An update regarding the Street Support Scheme and Loughborough
University matters is to follow.
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8. LEICESTERSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL UPDATE (K. Chauhan)

A report regarding Leicestershire County Council matters that impact on
Charnwood, attached at page 71.

9. ANY OTHER BUSINESS

10. FORWARD PROGRAMME

A report to enable the Partnership to consider and manage its forward
programme of work, attached at page 79.

Further meetings to take place during the Council Year 2017/18 are
scheduled as follows:

25th January 2018
19th April 2018.

The meetings will commence at 1.30pm and will be held at the Council
Offices, Southfields, Loughborough.
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Community Safety Partnership
13th July 2017

CHARNWOOD COMMUNITY SAFETY PARTNERSHIP
13TH JULY 2017

PRESENT: Councillor J. Morgan (Chair) – Charnwood Borough Council
Mr A. Rhodes (Vice-chair) – Loughborough Business Improvement
District
Inspector D. Barker – Leicestershire Police
Mr A. Bailiss – Loughborough Chamber of Commerce and Trade
Mr P. Collin – Loughborough Chamber of Commerce and Trade
Mr G. Feavyour– Loughborough University

OFFICERS IN ATTENDANCE:

Charnwood Borough Council: Ms A. Fadesco
Mr T. McCabe
Ms J. Robinson

Leicestershire County Council: Mr J. Robertson

Leicestershire Police: Sergeant. P. Latham

APOLOGIES: Mr K. Chauhan, Ms A. Chavda, Mr P. Kenyon, Mr I. Ould CC, Mr
P. Oliver, Ms C. Traill, Mr A. Webster and Mr C. Woodward

In addition, Councillor Christine Radford had contacted the clerk to state that she
was no longer a member of the Leicestershire and Rutland Fire Authority.

1. MINUTES

The minutes of the meeting held on 20th April 2017 were confirmed and signed.

Any matters arising from the previous meeting would be covered by items on the
agenda for the current meeting.

2. PERFORMANCE UPDATE

Ms A. Fadesco gave a presentation detailing performance figures relating to the
Partnership which can be accessed at:

http://www.charnwoodtogether.com/community-safety-
partnership/meetings.html#item2331211-2337520.
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Community Safety Partnership
13th July 2017

The presentation had been reissued after the publication of the agenda but
prior to the meeting as there had been some issues with the anti-social
behaviour figures.

The following matters were discussed by the Partnership:

(i) There had been changes to the ways in which crime was recorded,
including encouraging the accurate and ethical recording of crime
and changes to the definition of some crimes.  It was likely that part
of the recent increase in recorded crime was due to changes in
recording and part due to an actual increase in crime.  It was
expected that there would continue to be an effect of greater
recording on future crime data and it was important that the public
were able to interpret the figures.

(ii) As well as comparisons with the Partnership’s family group, it would
be helpful to receive comparative data from the other districts in the
Leicestershire Police area.

(iii) Shoplifting was an under-reported crime, although the level of
reporting was greater in Charnwood than in other parts of the
Leicestershire Police area.  Online reporting to the Police was
available and could be promoted to increase the level of reporting.

AGREED

1. that the information be noted;

2. that information be circulated by the Police to members of the
Partnership showing a breakdown of crime data by district.

3. DELIVERY GROUP UPDATES

(a) Strategic Group

A report concerning the work of the Strategic Group was submitted (item 4(a) on
the agenda).

Mr G. Feavyour arrived at 2.05pm.

Mr T. McCabe drew the Partnership’s attention to the following matters:

(i) The themes used in the report had been changed to reflect the new
Community Safety Partnership Plan.

(ii) The actions that had been taken in relation to street begging and
homelessness, including the protocol agreed at the previous
Partnership meeting and using a targeted approach, had resulted in
improvements in Loughborough town centre.

(iii) There had been a number of recent uses of the Community Trigger.  It
was expected that this would be used more frequently as the public
became more aware of its availability.
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Community Safety Partnership
13th July 2017

(iv) The work in respect of domestic abuse and hate crime had been
positive.

(v) More work needed to be done to increase public confidence, especially
when there were instances of open drug dealing, discarded needles
and people seeking to commandeer properties for drug-related
purposes.  There had been a meeting with Public Health and Turning
Point on prevention and education and the establishment of a drugs
forum might be looked at.

(vi) Spending was on profile although some funding may need to be re-
allocated to other areas.

The following issues were discussed by the Partnership:

(i) The current Designated Public Place Orders (DPPOs) in the Borough
were due to expire in October 2017. Evidence would be required to
justify retaining the orders after that date, and any decision to retain the
orders would need to be taken by the Borough Council’s Cabinet.  That
evidence could include information about how frequently powers under
the orders had been used, the effectiveness of the orders in stabilising
the level of offences or anti-social behaviour, and professional
statements of evidence. However, not all uses of powers under the
orders would have been recorded. There were alternative powers that
could be used, such as by-laws and especially the injunction on
drinking and anti-social behaviour in Loughborough town centre.  The
injunction did not cover Ashby Road where the DPPO had been
particularly effective. There were also other interventions in place such
as the Student Street Support Scheme.  It was important that any
measures were proportionate and that there was public confidence that
issues like day-time drinking were being dealt with.

(ii) The Partnership had a duty to reduce reoffending but it had been
difficult to engage with the probation service.  However it was expected
that a representative from the service would attend the meeting of the
Partnership scheduled for 26th October 2017. It was known that there
were about 200 people in Charnwood who were regularly involved in
offending, of which some were regularly in and out of prison or the
courts.  It was important that young people who might become more
serious offenders were identified at an early stage. That work did have
a number of successes but there could be greater clarity with respect to
roles between the Youth Offending Service and other agencies.

(iii) There were a number of ways in which incidents could be reported to
the Police.  It was acknowledged that there had been problems with the
101 service.  However other options included contacting an individual
police officer, Crimestoppers or online reporting.  In addition retail radio
had a link to the CCTV control room, which in turn was linked to the
police. The Police received a large volume of intelligence about drug-
related crimes.

AGREED that the information be noted.
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Community Safety Partnership
13th July 2017

(b) JAG Delivery Group

A report concerning the work of the JAG Delivery Group was submitted (item
4(b) on the agenda).

Inspector D. Barker drew the Partnership’s attention to the following matters:

(i) Good results had been achieved relating to reductions in burglary. The
position in respect of begging and rough sleeping had also improved.
Further work would be done in relation to knife crime and shoplifting.

(ii) There had been an increase in violent crime and the majority of this
increase had been in domestic incidents.

(iii) Reports to the University regarding anti-social behaviour had fallen but
there were some persistent problem properties.  There would be a
fresh campaign with students at the start of the new term.  Work would
be done regarding overseas students over the summer particularly in
relation to burglary and hate crime.

(iv) Significant work had been carried out with an individual in Shelthorpe
who had been involved in hate crimes and with the individual’s family.
The Youth Offending Service was leading on this work and recent
interventions had improved the situation.

(v) It was good that child sexual exploitation teams were attending JAG
meetings.

Inspector D. Barker stated that he would liaise with Mr T. McCabe regarding
reducing the duplication in the two Delivery Group update reports for future
meetings.

A member of the Partnership commented on the positive feedback that had been
received in relation to the work done by the Police and the Impact Team with
young people during the school holidays.

AGREED that the information be noted.

4. QUARTERLY ACTION PLAN UPDATE

An update on progress with the Partnership’s Action Plan 2017/18 was
submitted (item 5 on the agenda).

Inspector D. Barker stated that progress was being made as expected; however
there had been some problems in collating some of the data.

The Partnership discussed the effectiveness of the allocation of actions within
the plan and the responsibility for co-ordinating the collection of update
information.

AGREED

1. that the information be noted;
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Community Safety Partnership
13th July 2017

2. that work be undertaken prior to the next meeting to develop a more
effective way of co-ordinating the collection of update information,
including potentially incorporating reviewing relevant sections of the action
plan as part of delivery group meetings.

5. LOUGHBOROUGH STUDENTS STREET SUPPORT SCHEME

A report concerning the Street Support Scheme was submitted (item 6 on the
agenda).

Mr G. Feavyour drew the Partnership’s attention to the following matters:

(i) Funding for the 2017/18 academic year had been confirmed by
Loughborough University.

(ii) Future reports would include a more comprehensive picture of all
incidents including those involving noise, crime and student welfare.

The following issues were discussed by the Partnership:

(i) The Partnership should receive evidence of the results of the £10,000
funding it had provided for the scheme, especially as this was a
significant proportion of the available budget.  That evidence would also
be required by the Police and Crime Commissioner.

(ii) The most important outcome of the scheme was increased public
confidence.  It would therefore be helpful to repeat the residents survey
to measure the impact of the scheme, and this could be done.  The
scheme also increased the confidence of female students.

(iii) There were peaks and troughs in the recorded incidents of street noise
and it was unclear what proportion was being reported.

(iv) Activities to coincide with the new academic year would be similar to
those in the previous year and there would be meetings to plan those
activities.  There would be changes to some elements of freshers’ week
with more activities taking place on campus on the Saturday of that
week.

AGREED that the information be noted.

6. LEICESTERSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL UPDATE

An update regarding Leicestershire County Council matters was submitted (item
7 on the agenda).

Mr J. Robertson drew the Partnership’s attention to the following matters:

(i) Work was continuing to develop the script for call takers dealing with
anti-social behaviour cases. Training was being delivered or offered in
relation to the incremental approach and Sentinel.  In addition, a
guidance document for officers was being prepared.  The work was
being undertaken to ensure a consistent response was being provided.
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Community Safety Partnership
13th July 2017

(ii) Funding for the Prevent Officer post was due to end in October 2017.
The Workshops to Raise Awareness of Prevent (WRAP) training was
being provided.

AGREED

1. that the information be noted;

2. that information from the hate incident dashboards be included as part of
the performance update provided at each meeting of the Partnership.

7. OTHER BUSINESS

A member of the Partnership raised the issue of how to provide an additional
visual security presence in Loughborough town centre. This was an issue that
had also been discussed by the Loughborough Business Improvement District
(BID) and the approach that had been adopted in Rugby was being investigated.
However the BID levy in Rugby was significantly higher than that in
Loughborough.

AGREED that the information be noted.

8. FORWARD PROGRAMME

A report setting out the Partnership’s forward programme of work was submitted
(item 9 on the agenda).

AGREED

1. that it be noted that, in accordance with the Partnership’s forward
programme of work, the Police and Crime Commissioner had been invited
to attend the next meeting of the Partnership, scheduled for 26th October
2017;

2. that it be noted that representatives from the Integrated Offender
Management service had been invited to attend the meeting of the
Partnership scheduled for 26th October 2017 to enable a discussion of
integrated offender management, and that this item be added to the
forward programme of work;

3. that the Partnership’s forward programme of work be updated in
accordance with the decisions taken at this meeting.
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COMMUNITY SAFETY PARTNERSHIP
26TH OCTOBER 2017

ITEM 06A DELIVERY GROUP UPDATES:  STRATEGIC GROUP

This report will summarise the Partnership’s performance in respect of specific key
strategic priorities that has significant importance to the Partnership, in terms of
current Threat, Risk or Harm. The JAG report will provide more detailed analysis of
each of the CSP priorities as listed in the current CSP Plan.

Theme 1: Making Communities Safer:

Performance

Throughout Q1 and Q2 2017/18, there has been a steady increase in the reporting of
Total Crime and presently there is a +11% increase compared to 2016/17. This
increase has seen us move in the wrong direction in our Most Similar Family Group
(MSFG) and we are now 8/15 compared to 7th this time last year. Breaking down the
crime categories we can see that two areas are threatening the CSP’s performance
and they are:

 Vehicle Crime
 Violent Crime.

Throughout the performance year to date Theft From Motor Vehicles (TFMV) has
shown a +19% increase (an additional 96 offences) and there has also been a +25%
increase in Theft of Motor Vehicles (an additional 23 offences). Leicestershire Police
are currently delivering Operation Pioneer aimed at reducing Vehicle Crime and
further analysis via the JAG is being undertaken to identify any trends or hot spots
for the Partnership to target.

In terms of Violent Crime, there is a +13% increase in Violence Against The Person
and a +31% increase in Domestic related Violence with Injury. There does not
appear to be any significant hot spots for either crime category, and an increase in
reported domestic related violence has to be viewed as a positive as it demonstrates
victim confidence in their ability to report such assaults.

On a positive note the following crime categories are showing a reduction:

 All Burglary: -3%,
 Shoplifting: -10%
 Cycle theft: -21%.

For context, it is prudent to note that in a recent HMIC inspection (July 2017)
Leicestershire Police were inspected in terms of ‘Crime Data Integrity.’ The
subsequent HMIC report, which is in the public domain, graded the Force as
‘inadequate in the effectiveness and efficiency of their crime recording standards.’
The report states that there is an under reporting of crime to a value of over 21,200
offences per year. There is also concern raised specifically in reference to the under
recording of violent offences. This fact is purely raised to the CSP as there may be in
turn a future increase in reported crime here in Charnwood Borough as
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Leicestershire Police improves their crime recording standards. Any significant
increase in crime will bring the CSP under scrutiny both internally from elected
members and externally from within our communities, hence for context purposes
this fact is raised.

Priority 2: Create safer town centres by reducing alcohol / substance misuse
related violence, commercial crime and street related ASB

Designated Public Protection Order (DPPO)

As previously discussed within the CSP, the DPPO’s that the Partnership have in
place are at a point where they need to transition into Public Space Protection
Orders (PSPO’s). The ASB, Crime and Policing Act 2014 brought about the changes
in this legislation.  Following research and consultation with Legal Services, it has
been determined that the DDPO will purely default and transition into a PSPO as of
20th October 2017 and be in force until 20th October 2020.

It is proposed that the DPPO’s in situ in Thurmaston and Birstall are not transitioned
as neither have been enforced for a significant period of time. The significant PSPO
that the Partnership is keen to transition is the one that will in essence cover
Loughborough Town Centre and the Ashby Road corridor. This PSPO is viewed as
key by Charnwood Police in the effectiveness of their tactical plan for creating a
safer town centre. However, it is important to note that the PSPO does not ban
alcohol consumption within the specified area in Loughborough. It simply restricts
the consumption of alcohol and other activities in order to prevent displays of anti-
social behaviour (Appendix A).

In keeping with the above, it is also important to note that the Partnership
successfully obtained a Civil Injunction in respect of street related ASB within a
designated exclusion zone. That zone not only includes a significant part of
Loughborough Town Centre but is also extended up to and including Steeple Row.
Whilst this injunction was originally focused on 6 named persistent beggars within
the town, the injunction also offers powers against persons unnamed engaging in
street related ASB and in particular, substance misuse – including both alcohol and
drug related activity. This injunction is in force until December 2018.

Hence, in order to deliver Priority 2, the Partnership has significant control measures
in place to ensure we are able to tackle street related ASB. In respect of both the
PSPO and the Civil Injunction – it is proposed, in keeping with best practice, that we
as Partnership review both the necessity and effectiveness of the tactical options
before September 2018 to ensure we can evidence their effectiveness should they
be challenged. In any event, the Civil Injunction would have to be extended beyond
December 2018 only with the permission of the County Court, therefore it is prudent
that we set a clear review date for the JAG. The review/consultation would require
evidenced outcomes of interventions taken by practitioners, which previously under
the DPPO has been at best ad hoc to evidence (as evidenced in Appendix A).

Finally, the ASB coordinator attended the County Court on 5th October 2017 and
gave evidence in respect of the breaches of the current Civil Injunction banning
begging. The two defendants failed to attend court and warrants have been issued
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for their arrest. Since the initial injunctions were obtained in December 2016, the
Partnership has now:

 secured an extended exclusion zone in respect of street related ASB
 attended court on 3 occasions to prosecute for breaches of the Order
 secured 3 warrants for the arrest of offenders who have breached
 obtained a custodial sentence for a named individual who has breached

numerous times.

all of the above is clear evidence of the positive action the Partnership is taking to
deliver a safer town centre.

Theme 2: Protecting Vulnerable People

Priority 6 : Protect the most vulnerable in our communities particularly High
Risk, Previous and Repeat Victims of Crime  and ASB

On 5th October 2017, I attended a Safeguarding meeting at Leicestershire County
Hall. The meeting was chaired by Adult Social Care and key partners were present
including Leicestershire Police, Children Services and Charnwood Borough Council.
The meeting was called in respect of significant concerns being raised in respect of
potential financial exploitation of adults at risk.

Evidence was presented in respect of a number of individuals, all of whom are from
the Charnwood area. As one would expect, it is a very complex issue with many
different facets hence a planning day has been called for all agencies to attend in
order that the true nature of the concerns can be mapped out. Once the all the facts
have been established then a protection plan can be implemented to address any
identified risk. Adult Social Care are the leading agency currently working closely
with Leicestershire Police.

Theme 3: Increasing Community Confidence, Engagement & Cohesion

Priority 8: To reduce the level of fear of crime and ASB

Following concerns raised in the local media about the activity of youth related gangs
in Charnwood, specifically in respect of Browning Road on the Warwick Way estate,
a multi-agency meeting was convened (29th September 2017)  to discuss the
community tension and to review the tactical plan in respect of a number of
persistent and prolific youth offenders.

It is clear that the Partnership is faced with the fact that there are a number of youths
who are causing significant community issues within the priority neighbourhood in
the Warwick Way estate. The Police updated the meeting that the youths involved
have now been declared as an Urban Street Gang within their Organisation. Legal
Services were also in the meeting and the outcome was that the Police would seek
civil action against a number of named perpetrators. Such action was seen as
necessary as a means of both controlling their behaviour and offering the community
reassurance that positive action will be taken against offenders.  Further
reassurance work will also be undertaken from partners to maintain confidence in
services.
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A key element of the challenges Charnwood is facing across both youth and adult
offenders is the increasing use/availability of drugs within Charnwood and in
particular Loughborough. All agencies are reporting that they are facing a significant
increase on service demand and real challenges given the current drug profile of the
locality. To this end, I chaired (10th August 2017) a multi-agency meeting to scope
the drug profile of Charnwood. It is clear that there are a significant number of
individuals who despite all offers of help have chosen a route of crime to finance
their drug dependence. There appears to be a cohort of individuals in Charnwood
who have been on drugs for 20 years and have no desire to change their lifestyle.
The key drug appears to be Heroin and a number of individuals are involved within
its supply here in Charnwood. It was agreed in the meeting that further work was
needed to address the issue. Ideas included enhanced outreach work within key
localities and an increase in the availability of needle exchange. A Drugs Forum was
also discussed whereby key partners could meet regularly to discuss drug related
matters and initiatives to prevent/deter its usage. A member of the Community
Safety Team is progressing this initiative and I wild update the CSP in due course.

Funding

The Strategic Group continues to oversee the spending of the Partnership Locality
Fund (PLP).  A detailed breakdown of the CSP’s spending profile has now been
forwarded to the OPCC in keeping with his new guideline, in which he states a
financial profile must be sent to his office every 6 months. The 2017/18 spending
profile is included at Appendix B.

Officer to Contact: Tim McCabe
Community Safety Manager
(01509) 634920
tim.mccabe@charnwood.gov.uk
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Appendix A: Designated Public Place Order – Loughborough Town Centre
(current as of October 2017):

Listed below Fig 1 is the current Designated Public Places Order in place for
Loughborough town centre. The area covered by the Order is outlined accordingly
on the below map.

Figure 1: Current DPPO Loughborough Town Centre

The DPPO is commonly referred to as an alcohol free zone; however, in legal terms
this is not totally accurate. What the Order allows is for the police to have the power
to require a person to stop drinking alcohol in public places within the above area, if
it is believed that their behaviour is anti-social. Hence, there is no offence of drinking
within this area unless a police officer has made a requirement on that person to
cease and they then fail to comply. The CSP has used this DPPO for several years
as a means of creating a safer town centre and as a tactic in reducing street related
ASB. Historically the Police have recorded incidents whereby they have made the
request of an individual and seized their alcohol. However, as reported at the CSP in
July, such data has not in recent times been readily available. The latest available
data is listed as being 36 alcohol seizures in 2016.

Analysis of the data that was recorded in 2016 shows that it was a power used more
during the daytime rather than during the night time economy, with 39% (14) of them
occurring between 6am and 2pm, 44% (16) occurring between 2pm and 10pm and
only 17% (6) occurring during night time economy hours.

This data reflects the work that has been done to challenge the daytime street
drinkers, and whilst this sort of crime and disorder cannot always be attributed to any
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specific licenced premises, the incidents and the need to enforce the DPPO is – in
part – due to the number of off-licence premises in the area. With the transition
across to a PSPO it will be imperative that the police introduce a process that
collates the times the power is activated to assist the proposed review in September
2018.

Public Space Protection Order (PSPO): Loughborough Town Centre October
2017 – October 2020

Figure 1 above outlines the current DPPO that will automatically transition into the
new PSPO. As stated in the CSP report, it is proposed that a full review of the PSPO
will be undertaken in September 2018 to ensure its effective use. It is further
proposed that the review will focus on supporting evidence from the police from
within the outlined zone, to include:

 Number of alcohol seizures
 Number of reported street related ASB incidents
 Number of reported Violent Offences
 Number of crimes

By adopting the above criteria it is felt that the CSP will be best placed to evidence
both the proportionality and necessity of maintaining the PSPO in coming years.

Further statistical evidence that will help support the transition of the DPPO to a
PSPO is listed below:

Violent and Sexual Offences – Using Police Uk website
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2015 9 13 17 19 15 21 19 11 20 16 27 17 204
2016 12 19 21 20 36 16 15 19 25 32 15 30 260

ASB - Using Police Uk website
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2015 14 29 26 13 28 27 10 18 24 20 19 28 256
2016 29 18 39 20 20 31 22 40 32 42 42 24 359

The above data specifically relates to the area that is currently designated within the
DPPO, as listed by the Police Uk website. It shows that the area is prone to violent
offences and ASB both of which can be aggravated by the consumption of alcohol.
Such evidence will continue to be gathered to aid the review of the PSPO once the
transition has taken place.
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Appendix B

Funding Proposals
Charnwood Community Safety Partnership will have access to funding from various
sources.  This will be managed on behalf of the partnership by the Community
Safety Manager at Charnwood Borough Council and overseen by the Charnwood
Community Safety Partnership.

The funds currently received by the CSP are:
Police and Crime Commissioner PLF - £75,500
The Youth Prevention and Diversion Pathway - £15,000

Description Amount
Allocated

Amount
Spent to
Date

Balance
Remaining

Reducing Youth Re-Offending £1,500 0 £1,500
Anstey Youth Café £1,500 £750 £750
Syston Youth Café £2,000 £1,000 £1,000
To address transient student related ASB £18,000 £8,000 £10,000
Mediation £5,000 0 £5,000
Street Pastors £3,000 £3,000 0
Targeted multiagency preventative action
to reduce SAQ offences & offending
within the Priority Neighbourhood –
Loughborough East (N65)

£2,500 0 £2,500

Targeted multiagency preventative action
to reduce SAQ offences within the
Priority Neighbourhood – Loughborough
Central (N62

£2,500 0 £2,500

Prevention Campaign Materials £5,000 £783 £4,217
Student Crime Awareness £2,000 0 £2,000
Substance Misuse Project £5,000 0 £5,000
Mobile CCTV Camera fund £3,000 0 £3,000
Domestic Abuse Services £10,000 £10,000 0
Cycle Theft £1,000 0 £1,000
Domestic Burglary Packs £3,000 £3,000 0
ASB Support for Vulnerable Victims £6,000 £6,000 0
Contingence Fund £4,500 0 £4,500

Total £75,500.00 £32,533.00 £42,967.00
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PCC CI001 – Youth Prevention and Diversion – 2017/18
Approximately £15,000 allocated

Fund criteria:
CI001 Youth Prevention and Diversion funding is for use with the following groups:

a) Young people identified as being high risk first time entrants to the Criminal Justice System
b) Repeat offenders (primarily those already working with Youth Offending Service).  In 2015/16 these were defined in the PCC

monitoring requirements as ‘Deter Young Offenders’.  (The Youth Justice Board define Deter Young Offenders (DYO) as
being those that are likely to cause the most harm to communities and pose a high risk of reoffending).

Indicative budget for 2017/18, as agreed by Charnwood Strategic Group:

Initiative Description Funding
Received

Funding
Allocated

Amount
Spent to Date

Balance
Remaining

PCC CI001 – Youth Prevention and
Diversion

£15,000
approx

Fun and Families Grounded – South
Charnwood Location £2,322 £2,322 0

Fun and Families Grounded - South
Charnwood Location £2,322 £2,322 0

Go Getta Desire £2,000 0 £2,000
Go Getta engagement £2,856 0 £2,856
Mash Up Football £4,500 £1,701 £2,799
YOS Spot Purchasing £1,000 0 £1,000
Total £15,000 £6,345.00 £8,655.00
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The	Purpose	of	this	Memorandum	of	Understanding	is	to	give	a	set	of	
minimum	standards	to	the	expectations	of	Leicestershire	Police	the	

Leicestershire	Neighbourhood	Watch	and	the	Community	Safety	
Partnerships	of	Leicester	and	Leicestershire	&	Rutland.

Neighbourhood Watch will:

 Work	with	 the	 Community	 Safety	 Partnerships	 and	 the	 Police	 in	 creating	 safer	communities	across	Leicester,	Leicestershire	and	Rutland
 Inform	 Community	 Safety	 Partners	 and	 Police	 of	 local	 and	 National	Neighbourhood	Watch	communications	and	media		campaigns
 Maintain	 an	 accurate	 database	 of	 NHW	 locality	 co-ordinators	 and	 assure	compliance	with	data	protection
 Seek	 opportunities	 to	 ensure	 that	 membership	 to	 NHW	 is	 representative	 of	individual	neighbourhoods
 Encourage	members	of	NHW	to	record	and	report	 incidents,	record	community	concerns	 and	 share	 this	 information	 with	 the	 Police	 and	 Community	 Safety	Partnership	single	points	of	contact.
 Actively	 assist	 and	promote	 to	 all	 residents	 the	opportunity	 to	be	part	 of	 their	local	NHW
 To	create	an	appropriate	and	effective	training	package	for	locality	co-ordinators	and	volunteers
 Seek	local	and	national	funding	opportunities	to	develop	the	scheme
 Work	in	partnership	to	promote	equality,	diversity	and	community		cohesion

Neighbourhood Watch

Memorandum of Understanding
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Leicestershire Police will:

 Work	 in	partnership	with	Neighbourhood	Watch	 in	 creating	 safer	 communities	across	Leicester,	Leicestershire	and	Rutland
 Appoint	 a	 single	 point	 of	 contact	 within	 each	 locality	 that	 will	 assist	 in	 the	development	of	the	scheme,	provide	information	and	support	where	necessary.
 Inform	NHW	of	 local	 and	national	 communications	 and	media	 	 campaigns	 that	promote	crime	reduction	and	community	safety	initiatives	
 Involve	and	utilise	NHW	with	local	problem	solving	at	neighbourhood	level.
 Support	NHW	to	create	an	appropriate	training	package	for	locality	co-ordinators	and	volunteers	using	existing	training
 Support	 NHW	 to	 seek	 local	 and	 national	 funding	 opportunities	 to	 develop	 the	scheme
 Work	in	partnership	to	promote	equality,	diversity	and	community		cohesion
 Provide	 a	 Leicestershire	 Police	 executive	 board	 member	 to	 ensure	 police	representation	and	effective	partnership	working.

Community	Safety	Partnerships	of	Leicester,	Leicestershire	&	Rutland
will:

 Work	 in	partnership	with	Neighbourhood	Watch	 in	 creating	 safer	 communities	across	Leicester,	Leicestershire	and	Rutland
 Appoint	 a	 single	 point	 of	 contact	 within	 each	 locality	 that	 will	 assist	 in	 the	development	of	the	scheme,	provide	information	and	support	where	necessary.
 Inform	NHW	of	 local	 and	national	 communications	 and	media	 	 campaigns	 that	promote	crime	reduction	and	community	safety	initiatives	
 Involve	and	utilise	NHW	with	local	problem	solving	at	neighbourhood	level
 Support	NHW	to	create	an	appropriate	training	package	for	locality	co-ordinators	and	volunteers	using	existing	training
 Support	 NHW	 to	 seek	 local	 and	 national	 funding	 opportunities	 to	 develop	 the	scheme
 Work	in	partnership	to	promote	equality,	diversity	and	community		cohesion
 Provide	 an	 executive	 board	 member	 who	 will	 represent	 the	 Leicester	 and	Leicestershire	&	Rutland	Councils	to	ensure	effective	partnership	working.	
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Signature ……………………………………………………………………………………

Name …………………….
Position…………………
Date ………………………

Signature ………………………………………………………………………………

Name …………………….
Position…………………
Date ………………………

Blaby & Hinckley CSP Logo

Signature …………………………………………………………………….

Name …………………….
Position…………………
Date ………………………

Charnwood CSP Logo

Signature …………………………………………………………………….

Name …………………….
Position…………………
Date ………………………

Harborough CSP Logo

Signature …………………………………………………………………….

Name …………………….
Position…………………
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Date ………………………

Melton CSP Logo
Signature …………………………………………………………………….

Name …………………….
Position…………………
Date ………………………

NWLeics CSP Logo
Signature …………………………………………………………………….

Name …………………….
Position…………………
Date ………………………

Oadby & Wigston CSP Logo

Signature …………………………………………………………………….

Name …………………….
Position…………………
Date ………………………

Rutland CSP

Safer Leicester Partnership Logo

Signature …………………………………………………………………….

Name …………………….
Position…………………
Date ………………………

Safer Leicester Partnership Logo

Signature …………………………………………………………………….

Name …………………….
Position…………………
Date ………………………
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Executive Summary

Overall Crime + 11.6% (from 7.7%)
Burglary -3.3 % (from -11%)
Shoplifting – 10% (from -11%)
Violent crime  + 45.5% (from 11.6%)
Hate crime +57.4% (from 77%)
Domestic Violence +56.5% (from 44%)

Priority 1: Reduce All Crime : particularly Domestic Burglary

Overall recorded crime currently stands at an increase of 11.6% YTD. Whilst this is an
increase when the CSP is working towards a reduction in recorded crime, it is in line with
national trends and is a much smaller reduction that anywhere in Leicestershire.

(NB figures for this table and for the remainder of this report may vary from official CSP
figures due to data extraction parameters and search dates)

17-18 16-17
%
increase

Force 39758 32231 23
Blaby 3060 2402 27
Charnwood 5699 4981 14
City 19157 15362 25
Harborough 2053 1722 19
Hinckley &
Bosworth 3058 2597 18
Melton 1446 1167 24
NW Leics 3099 2306 34
Oadby & Wigston 1558 1201 30
Rutland 628 493 27

This equates to 718 extra recorded crimes. Of this, nearly half relates to increases in
violent crime without injury (332). This includes crime types such as malicious
communications, harassment, and common assault. Overall there has been an increase
of 423 violent crimes with 201 of those offences relating to domestic violence.

The top 10 increases in crime types is shown below. (please see note regarding
domestic burglary in later section)

Numerical
Non Domestic Related Violence without
Injury 182
Domestic Related Violence without
Injury 150
Public Order 119
Theft from Motor Vehicle 94
Burglary 73
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Dwelling
Domestic Related Violence with
Injury 51
Other Theft 45
Non Domestic Related Violence
with Injury 40
Criminal Damage
Dwelling 37
Drug Offences 25

There has also been a significant increase in Offences under the Public Order Act (119
additional offences). This would include offences such as causing harassment alarm and
distress in a public place.

The first acquisitive type crime to feature as a significant increase is theft from motor
vehicles. However, the majority of these increased figures occurred earlier in the year.
Owing to a proactive response to problems this has been much reduced over this last
Quarter, particularly the last 2 months where we have seen lower levels of this crime
type compared to the same period last year.

The most affected area for theft from motor vehicles is Birstall, but again this sees lower
numbers in recent months. That being said, vehicle crime in Birstall retains the focus for
crime prevention work for the police, along with commercial burglaries in Loughborough
Town Centre.
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Birstall (N60) isn’t the only area where there has been a significant increase in theft from
motor vehicles, with increases in other areas of the borough. As well as being in a
variety of areas, there is also considerable variance in the type of crime we are
experiencing. Recent analysis shows that this overall increase in this crime is made up
of a number plates being stolen, catalytic convertors being stolen, fuel being syphoned,
entry being forced for sat-navs or other electrical devices, insecure cars being entered
for loose change, and commercial vehicles being entered for tools (Op Pioneer). It is
unlikely that these are being committed by the same group(s) of people and the
consequence of such variation in location and method makes much of the increase
harder to target.

In order to consider where best to focus crime prevention and problem solving work, the
partnership regularly considers which area is seeing what increases for specific crime
types. At the end of quarter two, analysis of specific crime type by specified beat area
reveals the following areas for potential further scrutiny.
For reference,
58 – Anstey
60 – Birstall,
61- Syston, Thurmaston, Queniborough, Thurcaston, Rearsby, East Goscote, Thurnby
62 – Town Centre, University, Ashby Road,
64 – Shepshed, Hathern and Dishley,
65- Loughborough East – Bell foundry, Tuckers Rd.,
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1 39 62
2 36 65
3 34 61
4 33 62
5 31 60
6 29 62
7 27 64
8 26 Domestic related violence without injury 64
9 25 65

10 24 58

TFMV

Burglary Dwelling
TFMV

Public order
None DV Violence without injury
Domestic related violence without injury
Other theft
TFMV
None DV Violence without injury

The biggest rise of any crime type against is only 39 offences (compared to an overall
increase of 718).

Similarly there is a general increase across the different areas of the borough when the
individual beats are considered.

16/17 17/18 % num.
Total 4981 5699 14.4 718

56 319 410 28.5 91
57 137 197 43.8 60
58 141 182 29.1 41
59 369 387 4.9 18
60 275 359 30.5 84
61 816 883 8.2 67
62 1304 1387 6.4 83
63 339 412 21.5 73
64 519 629 21.2 110
65 762 853 11.9 91

Priority one of the CSP has a particular focus on Domestic Burglary. Due to the
classification change in April 2017 it is not possible to accurately compare domestic
burglary to last year’s figures and the only comparable figure is the total amount of
burglaries. Overall the partnership is currently achieving a 3.3% reduction in all burglary.
“Domestic burglary” is showing a 17.5% increase (73 additional offences) and non-
domestic is showing a reduction of 24.6% (90 less offences). However, the change in
classification will have moved offences such as break-ins to garages and sheds from the
non-domestic into the domestic burglary category so the significance of these numbers
isn’t clear. In terms of crime patterns around burglary, the current threat is commercial
burglary (particularly in the town centre and east area of Loughborough). Several arrests
have been made and warrants executed but this remains a focus. This ongoing problem
has, particularly over the last month, reduced the overall burglary gains seen at the end
of quarter 1.
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Analysis of domestic burglary during the previous year has provided information as to
where the majority of the domestic burglary offences occur. (student focus under
operation Lexical). This analysis supports the anecdotal review that the number of
offences where properties were insecure were reduced last year. Also, the increased
patrols in the student triangle area in January caused a decrease in offences in what is
normally the peak month of the year. The analysis is being used to inform Op Lexical as
it begins its second year to maximise the crime prevention and reduction opportunities
as we plan for the year ahead. The partnership worked with the university over the
summer period and we didn’t see the same number of international students become
victim of burglary over the summer months.

The work around shoplifting has continued with very strong results. Not only does the
comparison of retail radio reports of thefts compared to recorded crime show that
business owners have begun reporting more crime, targeted arrests and prioritisation of
key prolific individuals has resulted in a considerable reduction in shoplifting offences.
This work is ongoing and the focussed approach, supplemented with a Criminal
Behaviour Order for the most prolific offender will hopefully continue to keep the number
of shoplifting offences down as we approach Christmas.

The plan to tackle knife crime continues to develop as measures in other areas of the
force have been less successful when deployed in Charnwood. Op Anvil, where a knife
arch is deployed in the town centre, and Op Fall, where additional patrols including
drugs dogs, have both been ran in Loughborough with little result. Unfortunately though
there has been a number of knife incidents that have had significant impact on some of
our communities. Analysis of areas and individuals has not revealed an evidence base
to target locations or people to the extent we had hoped but a bespoke plan is being
developed to coincide with Op Sceptre, which is a force wide week of action to tackle
knife crime.
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The offender focussed work continues alongside and outside of the JAG structure with
some recent meetings where a wide variety of agencies have met to discuss the most
effective way to deal with those individuals who present most risk.

There has been some disruption to the JAG Sub groups due to changes of chair during
the last quarter. However, they have both retained their integrated management plans
for both the town and University (NL62) and the Loughborough East area (NL65) and
are looking to develop these over the next quarter. Loughborough central has also been
hampered by poor attendance and meaningful updates at its last meeting but this should
improve as the chair becomes established and is able to provide more direction and
accountability.

Whilst the shoplifting is greatly improved, Loughborough town centre businesses
continue to be frustrated due to the number of commercial burglaries as well as the
continuing concerns about begging. A number of warrants and arrests have been made
and the commercial burglaries continue to be a priority and a focus across Charnwood.

The appointment of a new ASB lead officer within the community safety team has also
allowed further work to be completed around those that persistently beg. At the time of
writing this report, plans are being made to arrest those that breach the injunction
following further court proceedings instigated by the community safety team.

Priority 2: Create safer town centres by reducing alcohol / substance misuse
related violence, commercial crime and street related ASB

As mentioned previously, the borough is showing a reduction in shoplifting and
commercial burglary but there is a recent trend of the latter that has been noticed by the
business community.

Violent crime also accounts for a significant proportion of the borough’s overall crime
increase (423 offences). However, the majority of those were offences without any kind
of injury (332 offences), and this is also a comparatively large growth crime type (55.4%
compared to last year). All beat areas have seen increases in non-injury violent crime
and this isn’t contained to large urban centres.

There continues to be relatively few incidents linked to the night time economy, and
whilst Loughborough town centre has seen the biggest numerical increase in violent
crime, as a comparison to their other figures, they have seen a comparatively smaller
increase (30% compared to an average of 45.5%)

Licensing reviews have been conducted within the partnership where there have been
persistent or serious breaches linked to our licensed premises but significant issues are
not being reported in relation to our night-time economy.

As a result of interventions initiated by the JAG, there was considerably less ASB
associated with McDonalds and Loughborough town centre over the school holidays
than we have previously seen.
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The below graph demonstrates calls to the police relating to ASB in the town centre as a
comparison of last year

Priority 3: Proactively tackle ASB and improve outcomes for victims

ASB reported to the police shows a 3% reduction compared to the previous year, which
is particularly relevant as the calls to police decline in quarters 3 and 4.

The JAG continues to monitor ASB reports as recorded on sentinel for issues such as
risk, vulnerability, repeat victims, and hate motivation.

The partnership has continued to support the student street support scheme and reports
of transient noise related to the university continues to decrease. However, the support
of some residents to this scheme may have diminished, with recent representations
made again at the Loughborough Campus and Communities Liaison Group for
consideration of a Street Marshall Scheme.

During this quarter there has been no meeting in relation to student related house noise
due to the summer period but this is another area that should be improved with the
appointment of a new ASB manager within the community safety team at CBC.

There has also been training and coordination conducted across the county in relation to
ASB which should both improve and standardise practices across areas and
organisations.
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Priority 4: Increase reporting of Domestic Abuse and Hate Crime and promote
positive outcomes for victims

This quarter has seen a slight reduction in reports of hate crime as compared to last
year (4 less offences) but this still means an overall year to date increase of 57.4% (35
offences). The increased reporting in the Shelthorpe and Outwoods (NL63 beat) area
has abated and it no longer appears as an area of significant increase with only 2
offences more than last year equating to a 20% increase. However, the East area of
Loughborough continues to show significant increases with 9 additional offences
compared to last year. Since quarter one, Mountsorrel and Loughborough Town Centre
now both have sizeable increases compared to last year, although numbers for this
crime type are very small (increases of 7 and 11 crimes respectively).

When information is available around Hate crime this is shared with the JAG, although
the frequency of this report has not been as much as expected from the police. In its
absence the partnership has referred to the hate crime dashboard as produced by
Leicester County Council.

Similarly there have been DV cases referred to the JAG during this reporting period.

Domestic violence continues to show increased reporting (56.5% increase for domestic
related violence compared to a 38.7% increase for none domestic).
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Priority 5: Reduce the risk of harm for young people – including Child Sexual
Exploitation and Cyber Bullying

There have been improvements to CSE teams attending and providing information to
the JAG. This has followed increased promotion of JAG members reporting issues
appropriately into the CSE team. Attendance has been at main JAGs but also when sub
groups have formed for more targeted discussions. At the most recent JAG the
representatives from the police and County CSE team attended to improve data sharing
around cases of concern. This was linked to an issue that is being managed at the JAG
and also to other young people of concern that we have focussed on as part of our
offender management work.

Many of those talked about in sub groups have been managed out of ASB and
criminality and recent efforts have been around safeguarding young people. The JAG
and associated offender management work has then progressed to focus their efforts on
those that are presenting this risk to these young people.

Unfortunately some young people do continue to be of concern for criminal reasons and
the JAG is working closely with YOS, SLF and other agencies to maximise how
effectively we deal in these circumstances.

Priority 6: Protect the most vulnerable in our communities particularly High Risk,
Previous and Repeat Victims of Crime and ASB

As previously mentioned, all High risk, repeat and vulnerable victims of ASB are referred
to the JAG.
Repeat victims of crime are identified in the police call management department and
should receive an enhanced service from the police service.
Repeat callers to the police are analysed by the police prior to the JAG and prominent or
problematic cases can be referred into the meeting for partnership support if necessary.

Priority 7: To prevent people from being drawn into extremism

Following a series of meetings, the Charnwood Prevent Action Plan has now been
created.

Equality Action held a community event to discuss Prevent.

Priority 8: To reduce the level of fear of Crime and ASB

Individual agencies and together as a partnership we continue to try and promote as
many good news stories as possible.

All agencies maximise traditional and social media to spread good news and crime
prevention messages, as well as use it as a platform for campaigns and communication.

Our measure for this priority will be included later in the year following the annual
community based survey.
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Officer to contact: Insp Dwight Barker
Chair of Charnwood JAG / Charnwood Neighbourhood
Policing Area Commander
Dwight.Barker@leicestershire.pnn.police.uk
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Charnwood Community Safety Partnership Plan
Action Plan 2017-2018

The three broad themes of the CSP are:
Theme 1: Making Communities Safer
Theme 2: Protecting Vulnerable People
Theme 3: Improving Community, Confidence, Engagement and Cohesion

Priority 1: Reduce All Crime particularly: Domestic Burglary
Priority 2: Create safer town centres by reducing alcohol / substance misuse related violence, commercial crime and street related
ASB
Priority 3: Proactively tackle ASB and improve outcomes for victims
Priority 4: Increase reporting of Domestic Abuse and Hate Crime and promote positive outcomes for victims
Priority 5 : Reduce the risk of harm for young people – including Child Sexual Exploitation and Cyber Bullying
Priority 6 : Protect the most vulnerable in our communities particularly High Risk, Previous and Repeat Victims of Crime  and ASB
Priority 7: Prevent people being drawn into extremism
Priority 8: To reduce the level of fear of crime and ASB

Priority 1: Reduce All Crime particularly: Domestic Burglary

Key Action
Lead Agency or

Responsible
Officer

Time Scales
Financial &
Resource

Implications
Outcome Target

Provide Information on a 6 weekly
basis in relation to current crime
trends and overall hotspots for
crime and ASB within the
partnership area

Strategic JAG Rolling action Officer Time Outcome – To reduce crime and ASB within
the beat area

Measure – Reduction in crime and ASB
within the beat area

Progress
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Quarter one
 Crime and ASB data in submitted to each Strategic group meeting

Quarter Two

 At each Strategic Meeting, Crime and ASB data is discussed and hotspot identified for further work. This is then disseminated to
Charnwood JAG and the Delivery Groups to action.  These actions are then feedback to the next Strategic Group.

 The Strategic group do not only consider what is happening locally but look at information around their Home Office Family
Group, to see what is working well and what the partnership can develop to achieve their overall aims to “Make Charnwood a
Safer Place”.

Priority 3: Proactively tackle ASB and improve outcomes for victims

Key Actions Lead Agency Time Scales Financial &
Resource

implications

Outcome Target & Performance Measure

To ensure that the  Partnership
maintains close and effective
working relationships between
partner agencies, in particular the
Police, Charnwood Borough
Council and Loughborough
University.

Strategic Group Ongoing Officer Time Outcome – The partnership has a close
relationship with partner agencies

Measure – The number of joint events and
meetings attend by members of the
partnership

Progress
Quarter one

 Numerous meetings are held every week where members of various agencies meet. This includes YOS LIS meetings SLF
meetings, Meetings within the CSP delivery structure, including LCDG and LEWG, drugs meetings, and many more as required.
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Quarter Two

 Planning for a training event to take place in quarter three to ensure that all partners are aware of the referral pathways to
provide support for clients agencies are working with.  This will include speakers and stalls and will be promoted through all
agencies.

 Planning meetings have taken place for when the students return, these have included all relevant partners.  Each member has
taken a different role, which will increase participation in all events

Priority 4: Increase reporting of Domestic Abuse and Hate Crime and promote positive outcomes for victims

Key Actions Lead Agency Time Scales Financial &
Resource

implications

Outcome Target & Performance Measure

Support victims of domestic
violence especially repeat victims
by referrals to support services,
Sanctuary Project, United Against
Violence and Abuse, UAVA and
Living Without Abuse, LWA.

Charnwood
Borough Council Ongoing £10,000

Outcome– Provide intervention’s and
support for victims of domestic violence by
referral to outreach services. United Against
Violence and Abuse UAVA, Living Without
Abuse and Sanctuary project.

Promotion of outreach services.

Measure – Number of referrals to UAVA &
LWA and take up of support services.

The satisfaction of victims using outreach
services.

Number of Sanctuary referrals offered to
repeat victims and take up of support.

Progress
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Quarter One

 In total we supported 44 clients in Charnwood this quarter, including 1 that was open at the start of the quarter and 18 new
referrals.

 For the quarter, we had 26 clients open for 1-2-1 support at the start of the year.  We opened 36 new referrals for 1-2-1.
 Some time was spent on recruitment and induction of the new member of staff. Group work will commence once the Outreach

Worker has been trained.
 100% satisfaction rate this quarter (see attached evaluation summary). All aspects of service delivery were rated as excellent or

good.
 No Sanctuary Referrals for this Quarter, due the referrals now going to the PCC 24/7 service

Quarter Two

Awaiting Data

Two awareness initiatives will be
undertaken in 2017/18 to highlight
the local domestic support services
that are available to victims and
their families.

Strategic Group Ongoing Officers Time Outcome – Two awareness initiatives run in
conjunction with Leicestershire County
Council, Leicester City Council and Rutland
County Council

Measure – The number of awareness
initiatives

Progress
Quarter One

 LWA were in the Loughborough Echo publicising there services and their fund rising event
Quarter Two

 UAVA have run a twitter campaign in quarter two to highlight the services that are available to all victims of Domestic Abuse
and Sexual Violence

 Leicestershire County Council with Districts are developing a back of door campaign to include posters and stickers
Review and respond to any
learning outcomes from any
Leicestershire Domestic Homicide

Strategic Group Ongoing Officers Time Outcome – All learning outcomes from DHR
are reviewed and responded to.
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Reviews. Measure – The number outcomes reviewed
and responded to

Progress
Quarter One

 Awaiting outcomes of recent DHRs.
Quarter Two

 No outcomes have been disseminated from recent DHRs.
Priority 5 : Reduce the risk of harm for young people – including Child Sexual Exploitation and Cyber Bullying

Key Actions Lead Agency Time Scales Financial &
Resource

implications

Outcome Target & Performance Measure

Development and delivery of
projects aimed at reducing youth
re-offending particularly to look
evaluate the ‘Charnwood Dynamite
’ initiative in conjunction with
Leicester Tigers RFC targeting
young people engaged in ASB in
Charnwood

Charnwood
Borough Council
/Tim McCabe/Key

partners

Ongoing Officer time

£5,000

Outcome –Evaluate the  ‘Charnwood
Dynamite’ initiative involving young people
engaged in ASB and on the cusp of the
Criminal Justice system

Measure – Project evaluation to include %
reduction in incidents reported and numbers
of young people engaged with the project.

Progress

Quarter One
 The evaluation of this project is still being undertaken

Quarter Two
 The evaluation for this project was unable to be completed as the data was not available on their criminal behaviour after the

project
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 Two divisionary projects were funded in Quarter Two, which will end March 2018.  These projects are to tackle ASB in hotspot
areas that have been identified by the Crime JAG.

Priority 6: Protect the most vulnerable in our communities particularly High Risk, Previous and Repeat Victims of Crime  and ASB

Key Actions Lead Agency Time Scales Financial &
Resource

implications

Outcome Target & Performance Measure

We will aim to ensure that front line
staff are sufficiently knowledgeable
about mental health and
appropriate referral procedures

Strategic Group Ongoing Officers Time Outcome –4 awareness raising sessions to
be delivered

Measure – Number of sessions delivered
and number of staff attending

Progress
Quarter One

 A networking event has been held to promote mental health services
Quarter Two

 Planning meetings have taken place for when the students return, these have included all relevant partners.  Each member has
taken a different role, which will increase participation in all events

Priority 8: To reduce the level of fear of crime and ASB

Key Actions Lead Agency Time Scales Financial &
Resource

implications

Outcome Target & Performance Measure

Promote good news stories, crime
reduction figures and messages of
reassurance through a variety of

Strategic Group Ongoing Officer Time Outcome– 12 articles published/events
promoted
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media channels

Measure – number of items published or
promoted

Progress
Quarter one

 An article was submitted for Charnwood News
Quarter Two

 A Safer Summer campaign ran throughout Quarter Two, this included tweets on vehicle crime and burglary awareness
 Ran two burglary awareness days in Loughborough Town Centre, which was followed up with a twitter campaign to promote

these events
 The ADVAN was used throughout these events and went to all hotspot locations in Charnwood
 A 48 Sheets (bill board) was used on  Derby Road  say “Thieves we are watching you”

Inform the community of the actual
levels of crime and ASB

Strategic Group Ongoing Officer Time Outcome – 4 articles published/events
promoted

Measure – number of items published or
promoted

Progress
Quarter one

 An article was submitted for Charnwood News
Quarter Two

 Two ASB Roadshows have taken place during Quarter two.  Another two are planned for Quarter Three.
 Promoted the Safer Summer ASB Campaign.
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Charnwood Joint Action Group

Action Plan
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Charnwood Community Safety Partnership Plan
Action Plan 2017-2018

The three broad themes of the CSP are:
Theme 1: Making Communities Safer
Theme 2: Protecting Vulnerable People
Theme 3: Improving Community, Confidence, Engagement and Cohesion

Priority 1: Reduce All Crime particularly: Domestic Burglary
Priority 2: Create safer town centres by reducing alcohol / substance misuse related violence, commercial crime and street related
ASB
Priority 3: Proactively tackle ASB and improve outcomes for victims
Priority 4: Increase reporting of Domestic Abuse and Hate Crime and promote positive outcomes for victims
Priority 5 : Reduce the risk of harm for young people – including Child Sexual Exploitation and Cyber Bullying
Priority 6 : Protect the most vulnerable in our communities particularly High Risk, Previous and Repeat Victims of Crime  and ASB
Priority 7: Prevent people being drawn into extremism
Priority 8: To reduce the level of fear of crime and ASB

Priority 1: Reduce All Crime particularly: Domestic Burglary

Key Action
Lead Agency or

Responsible
Officer

Time Scales
Financial &
Resource

Implications
Outcome Target

Identify emerging burglary hotspots Charnwood JAG Rolling action Officer Time Outcome- To respond to at least 4 emerging
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for timely and targeted prevention
campaigns where crime prevention
information and tools (leaflets,
window alarms, light timers, eye
signs etc.) can be issued/utilised.

£3000 for resources

hotspots for crime

Measure - Number of hotspots identified
compared to the number of responsive
actions

Outcome- To engage with at least 500
members of the community at awareness
events

Measure – Number of people engaged with

Progress
Quarter One

 44 Cocooning packs delivered to the residents of the Shethorpe area
 50 Cocooning packs for Bell Foundry estate
 1000 stickers produced to remind students to lock doors. Roll-out began with international students and will be continued upon return

of main students in September
Quarter Two

 Two centre events were held in Loughborough Town Centre, 350 residents were spoken to at these events.  We also gave 150 window
alarms, 200 purse chains, 161 personal alarms and 95 light timers

 These events were complemented by a twitter campaign and bill board was on Derby Road saying “Thrives were are watching you”
 During Quarter Two will were part of the countywide “safer Summer Campaign”
 Another 30 Cocooning packs for Syston and Thursmaston, were put together to be delivered to victims of burglary and their neighbours.

Deploy advan/other promotional
tools and  crime prevention advice
and materials   in hotspot areas
identified though crime data

Community Safety
Team

3x Campaigns

Police to identify
high risk times
of year

Officer Time

£5000
Outcome- To deliver at least 3 campaigns
across the year

Measure - Number of times Advan deployed
over the year
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Progress
Quarter One

 The ADVAN was not used this Quarter but is being used in Quarter two to support the Safer Summer Campaign
Quarter Two

 The ADVAN was used to support the Safer Summer Campaign and all hotspot locations as directed by Charnwood Jag were visited.
Develop and implement a
Partnership Crime Control
Strategy, paying close attention to
Domestic Burglary

Chair of
Charnwood JAG

1st April 2017 Officers Time Outcome - Develop a partnership crime
control strategy

Measure – A Partnership Crime Control
Strategy is developed and implemented

Progress

Ensure the Integrated Offender
Management (IOM) model is
adopted by the JAG/sub groups
and is targeted at those most likely
to be involved in crime

Jessica Castanha Ongoing Officers Time Outcome – The Integrated Offender
Management (IOM) model is adopted by JAG
and SUB Groups and actions plans are
developed to manage offenders

Measure – Number of referrals made for
offenders to the JAG and sub groups

Progress
Quarter One

 A report on the strategic review of Offender Management for Charnwood CSP was presented to the Strategic Group and actions will be
taken to support the recommendations in the report.

 IOM features within the Charnwood JAG, is a fundamental feature of the Loughborough East Sub group and forms part of the Loughborough
Central working group, particularly around shoplifting

Quarter Two
 The first offender management panel had their first meeting to look at young offenders that were causing issues in two hotspot locations.  A

plan was decided for each of these offenders which was agreed by all agencies that were present
Increase crime prevention
awareness through the media and
in local communities and deliver
seasonal crime initiatives to

Community Safety
Team

Ongoing Officers Time Outcome - To promote at least 4 positive
stories of work being delivered

Measure - Number of press releases, Tweets
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address the varying risks
throughout the year

etc. used to promote the work of the group

Progress
Quarter One

 A good news story was published in Charnwood News and posted on Twitter
 4 posts a week on twitter and facebook by University DNO

Quarter Two
 A Safer Summer campaign ran throughout Quarter Two, this included tweets on vehicle crime and burglary awareness
 Ran two burglary awareness days in Loughborough Town Centre, which was followed up with a twitter campaign to promote these events
 The ADVAN was used throughout these events and went to all hotspot locations in Charnwood
 A 48 Sheets (bill board) was used on  Derby Road  say “Thieves we are watching you”


Priority 2: Create safer town centres by reducing alcohol / substance misuse related violence, commercial crime and street related ASB

Key Actions Lead Agency Time Scales Financial  and
Resources
implications

Outcome Target & Performance Measure

Ensure publication of successful
initiatives through effective press
liaison.

Charnwood Jag Ongoing Officers Time Outcome –To include at least 2 crime
prevention messages in local literature

Measure - Number of articles in local
literature

Progress
Quarter One

 An article was submitted for Charnwood News
Quarter Two

 In August a Fatal Four Event took place in Loughborough Town Centre.  The fatal four focus on the following
o Using a mobile phone
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o Not wearing a seatbelt
o Being under the influence of drink or drugs
o Speeding

To cover the cost of redeploying
the mobile CCTV as per requests
from Charnwood Jag

Charnwood Jag Ongoing Officers Time

£3000

Outcome -Mobile CCTV  is  used in all the
areas identified by the Charnwood Jag

Measure - Number of times the mobiles
CCTV has been used.

Progress
Quarter one

 5 Separate suggestions have been made for the repositioning of cameras within this period. Unfortunately all have been assessed and
ruled out as unsuitable due to type of lamppost, intrusion of camera (thus requiring a DSA) or lack of information to support a Community
Impact Assessment. However, this remains a valid tool available to the JAG and will be deployed for the remainder of the year.

Quarter Two

 Locations continue to be identified for deployment of Mobile CCTV.  However limitations such as access to lampposts electricity supply or
a lamppost in the right location can make deployment difficult.

To research and develop a Drug
Misuse project to tackle the rising
Drug issues in Charnwood

Charnwood Jag Ongoing Officers Time

£5,000

Outcome – A Drug Misuse Project has been
researched and developed.

Measure – Project document written and
approved by the Charnwood JAG

Progress
Quarter one

 Initial talks have been conducted with Police, Turning point, Community Development Officer, Community safety officers and others in the
development of a long term overarching plan to tackle drug misuse. This looks like it will contain strands of enforcement (police tackling
drugs supply), prevention (outreach work looking for referrals and positive requirement for drug dependant offenders to engage with
services), and prevention/intelligence to educate and intervene with young people in communities with higher likelihood to become users.

Quarter Two
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 The pilot for this project has been running throughout Quarter Two, the outcomes for this are being discussed and a review meeting is being
organised.

Use of available powers to address
individuals deemed to be
committing Crime and / or ASB /
street related ASB

Charnwood Jag Ongoing Officers Time Outcome –To raise at least 8
offenders/suspects to the Crime JAG for
further discussion

Measure - Number of  offenders/suspects
referred to the JAG

Progress
Quarter One

 LEWG discusses 10 people on a regular basis requiring further discussion.
 LCDG discusses 3 people.
 Sub groups in relation to Charnwood East, and the Shelthorpe estates have been convened to discuss individuals of concern in these areas

where appropriate referrals have been made to IOM, YOS and other agencies
Quarter Two

 In addition to the ongoing work mentioned above, there have been a number of offender focussed discussions held over this quarter. This
alone has included discussion around 10 different offenders.

 The PAT approach taken to JAG cases means that offender discussions are incorporated into many of the JAG cases automatically.

Priority 3: Proactively tackle ASB and improve outcomes for victims

Key Actions Lead Agency Time Scales Financial &
Resource

implications

Outcome Target & Performance Measure

Encourage the use of mediation in
hard to resolve neighbour related
cases of ASB by commissioning
an external Mediation service

Leicestershire
Police /Community

Safety Team

Ongoing

£5,000

Outcome 15 cases referred for mediation

Measure- Number of cases referred.

Progress
Quarter One
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 No mediation cases have been identified this quarter one
Quarter Two

 One mediation case has been referred for mediation
The Charnwood JAG will monitor
emerging issues and hotspot areas
to ensure the intelligent direction of
mainstream resources.

Charnwood JAG Ongoing Officer Time Outcome –To better direct the usage of
these resources in line with emerging crime.

Measure - Number of times used/directed
following on from emerging trends

Progress
Quarter One

 A source document is produced for the JAG that includes crime information, hotspots, and ASB information that allows allocation of
resources to address crime prevention and reassurance issues.

Quarter Two
 This quarter has seen increased information flow to target resources on emerging crime trends. This has included impactive crimes such a

burglaries on vulnerable people in Shepshed, response to a community issue raised around theft from motor vehicles in Bradgate park and
Birstall, and commercial burglaries in the town centre.

To  focus on tackling anti-social
behaviour issues related to young
people

Charnwood JAG Ongoing Officer Time Outcome –Timely, positive enforcement
action taken against young people that
perpetrate ASB

Measure – Number of interventions
undertaken

Progress
Quarter One

 The JAG contains a section on interventions – both legal and none-legal. This ensures governance around enforcement action in relation to
ASB perpetrators and manages the escalation through increasing interventions.

Quarter Two
 Quarter two has included appointment of a new ASB officer for CBC. They have immediately engaged in positive enforcement around the

town centre ASB, in particular.  in respect of the civil injunction’s targeted at street related ASB

Priority 4: Increase reporting of Domestic Abuse and Hate Crime and promote positive outcomes for victims
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Key Actions Lead Agency Time Scales Financial &
Resource

implications

Outcome Target & Performance Measure

By holding at least 3 Hate
Awareness events throughout the
year, promoting discussion and
increasing awareness with
members of the public.

Charnwood
Borough Council

Ongoing Officers Time Outcome – Three awareness initiatives run
in conjunction with Leicestershire County
Council and HREC

Measure – The number of awareness
initiatives

Progress
Quarter one

 A networking event has taken place to raise awareness on how to report Hate Incidents
Quarter Two

 Hate Awareness event at International students event – over 40 international students spoken to
 Hate Awareness event at Charnwood Action Group meeting - information given to 10 members and their carers

Deliver presentations to Schools, in
hotspot locations for Hate Crime,
as well as deliver training for Hate
Incident reporting centre staff.

Jessica Castanha Ongoing Officers Time Outcome –To offer presentations to all
schools in locations where hate incidents
have occurred involving YP

Measure - Number of assemblies offered&
delivered in these areas

Progress
Quarter one

 No locations identified
Quarter Two

 No locations identified
Priority 5 : Reduce the risk of harm for young people – including Child Sexual Exploitation and Cyber Bullying
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Key Actions Lead Agency Time Scales Financial &
Resource

implications

Outcome Target & Performance Measure

To ensure that all concerns
identified in respect of children at
risk of sexual exploitation are
referred to the County CSE
Thematic Group

Charnwood JAG Ongoing Officer Time Outcome –To identify all incidents with
concerns in respect of CSE and ensure they
are referred to the County CSE Thematic
Group.

Measure – Number of cases referred.

Progress
Quarter one

 This is done through the Charnwood JAG. This process has been greatly improved during this Quarter with regular attendance from county
CSE team, following extensive promotion of referral processes.

Quarter two

 This quarter this has been completed at both the main JAG and also at the offender management meetings. Confirmation that this process
is working has been confirmed through attendance at the JAG by both CSE workers and social care..

Priority 6: Protect the most vulnerable in our communities particularly High Risk, Previous and Repeat Victims of Crime  and ASB

Key Actions Lead Agency Time Scales Financial &
Resource

implications

Outcome Target & Performance Measure

ASB support for high risk, repeat
and previous victims of crime and
ASB

Charnwood
Borough Council

Ongoing Officer Time

£6,000

Outcome - To provide support to high risk,
repeat and previous victims of crime and ASB
that are referred to Charnwood JAG.

Measure – The number of Victims that
receive support through Charnwood JAG.

Progress
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Quarter one
 All High Risk and repeat cases of ASB are raised at the JAG for ongoing support.

Quarter Two
 Victim care is considered for all cases that are referred to the JAG. In this quarter this has included emergency rehousing following ASB, as

well as referrals to victim first and first contact.

To attend and participate in events
coordinated by the Charnwood
Mental Health Forum.

Jessica Castanha Ongoing Officers Time Outcome –To attended vents coordinated by
the Charnwood Mental Health Forum

Measure – Number of Events attended

Progress
Quarter One

 A networking event has been held to promote mental health services
Quarter Two

 Dementia friendly workshops have been delivered to BSA, Charnwood Staff, staff at the ATP and MTC
 Planning has been undertaken for Mental Health Awareness Week

All high risk victims of ASB will be
referred to the Charnwood  JAG

Charnwood JAG Ongoing Officer Time Outcome –to identify high risk, vulnerable
and repeat victims

Measure – number of victims identified and
managed by partner agencies via referral to
Charnwood  Jag

Progress
Quarter One

 All High Risk and repeat cases of ASB are raised at the JAG for ongoing support.
Quarter Two

 All High Risk cases of ASB continue to be raised at the JAG for ongoing support. This check is ran prior to the JAG to ensure none are
missed.

Priority 7: To prevent people from being drawn into extremism
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Key Actions Lead Agency Time Scales Financial &
Resource

implications

Outcome Target & Performance Measure

By creating opportunities for people
to discuss concerns at various
levels.

Charnwood
Borough Council

Ongoing Officer Time Outcome– To deliver at least 3 events or
awareness opportunities throughout the year

Measure – Number of events or awareness
discussions delivered/taken part in

Progress
Quarter One

 A training event is being planned to be delivered in Quarter two
Quarter Two

 A Prevent Training event organised with Equality Action as part of the Improving lives Project.  The event was called “Prevent: Solution or
Problem?”

By providing WRAP  training
opportunities for frontline staff and
people who come into contact with
individuals vulnerable to
radicalisation

Jessica
Castanha/Hiron
Miah

Ongoing Officer Time Outcome - To deliver 4  training sessions
each year

Measure– Number of sessions delivered

Progress
Quarter one

 Training is planned to be delivered in Quarter Two
Quarter Two

 A Prevent Training event organised with Equality Action as part of the Improving lives Project.  The event was called “Prevent: Solution or
Problem?”

By communicating information
regarding Prevent related threats
and risks through the various levels
of the Prevent structure

Jessica
Castanha/Hiron
Miah

Ongoing Officer Time Outcome – For local concerns to be
highlighted at county meetings.

Measure – Number of times concerns
recorded in meeting minutes and CTLP
document
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Progress
Quarter One

 No concerns raised
Quarter Two

 No concerns were raised within the Charnwood JAG
By complying with the statutory
duties on Local Authorities to
Prevent and address all forms of
extremism, emanating from the
Counter-Terrorism and Security
Bill

Jessica
Castanha/Hiron
Miah

Ongoing Officer Time Outcome – To create an electronic prevent
folder to collate information on all Prevent
groups, projects and work delivered

Measure – When folder was created and
how often it is updated

Progress
Quarter Two

 The folder has been created and can be access by the Community Safety Team, this is updated with any relevant information from the
Charnwood JAG and the two Delivery Groups.

By ensuring that Charnwood
Borough Council is represented at
all levels in terms of Prevent
agenda

Charnwood
Borough Council

Ongoing Officer Time Outcome – Relevant work delivered and
updates provided at relevant meetings

Measure – Minutes of meetings reflecting
discussion

Progress
Quarter Two

 All Prevent meetings are attend by the relevant member of staff and all meeting notes are stored in the electronic prevent folder.
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Loughborough Central Neighbourhood
Delivery Group

Action Plan
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Charnwood Community Safety Partnership Plan
Action Plan 2017-2018

The three broad themes of the CSP are:
Theme 1: Making Communities Safer
Theme 2: Protecting Vulnerable People
Theme 3: Improving Community, Confidence, Engagement and Cohesion

Priority 1: Reduce All Crime particularly: Domestic Burglary
Priority 2: Create safer town centres by reducing alcohol / substance misuse related violence, commercial crime and street related
ASB
Priority 3: Proactively tackle ASB and improve outcomes for victims
Priority 4: Increase reporting of Domestic Abuse and Hate Crime and promote positive outcomes for victims
Priority 5 : Reduce the risk of harm for young people – including Child Sexual Exploitation and Cyber Bullying
Priority 6 : Protect the most vulnerable in our communities particularly High Risk, Previous and Repeat Victims of Crime  and ASB
Priority 7: Prevent people being drawn into extremism
Priority 8: To reduce the level of fear of crime and ASB

Priority 1: Reduce All Crime particularly: Domestic Burglary

Key Action
Lead Agency or

Responsible
Officer

Time Scales
Financial &
Resource

Implications
Outcome Target

Link with the university to deliver
crime prevention messages via
student calendar, awareness
events and production of crime
prevention tools/freebies to issue to
students as part of Op Lexical

Loughborough
Central
Neighbourhood
Delivery Group

Throughout the
year

£2,000 Outcome- To ensure students have relevant
information about who to contact for support

Measure - Number of calendars & freebies
issued to students/student properties.

Progress
Quarter One

 Crime prevention door knocks to new international students has started in Quarter one.
 Hate crime group set up on campus to increase reporting and offer support from international students and other victims of Hate crime.
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 International fair arranged for 14/7/17
 Leaflet for “freshers” around crime prevention re-issued.

Quarter Two
The Police along with our partners have been planning for the return of students at the University.  Op Lexical was planned and is now underway.
It has been running for the last 10 years under one name or another.  This is a planned police operation which runs throughout the whole academic
year from September to the following August.  Historically there is an increase in burglaries in particular both on and off campus.  For a vast number
of students this is their first time away from home and as such their crime prevention awareness is extremely limited.  The team this year along with
staff at CBC and the University team have visited hundreds of properties already.  Some initiatives have included collaborating with Sainsburys in
the Town centre to provide Pasta, which will include photos of the local police team, crime reduction advice and contact details.  Officers will be
giving these out with other freebies.  Some of the funding has provided the bags for these items to be placed in.
Not only this but the team has spent a considerable amount of time speaking to the various halls offering further crime reduction advice and how to
be a considerate neighbour.

To encourage the use of D Locks,
Lights and Bells  by selling them a
cut down price at events , and
Freshers Week

Loughborough
Central
Neighbourhood
Delivery Group

Campaign dates The costs of
purchasing the D
Locks  at  £ 10.00,
Lights £5 and Bells
and officers time

£1000

Outcome - To reduce the opportunity for
theft.

Measure - The number of events held
The number of D Locks
The number of Lights
The number of Bells given out.

Progress
Quarter One

 2 x Bike registration events held at University Library.
 “Yellow” crime prevention bikes deployed on campus to increase awareness

Quarter Two
 Loughborough University Security team held a stand at the Freshers fair and sold £200 in one session. The office staff have also been selling locks on a

daily basis and have sold approximately 60 locks in the past few weeks.
 This week we are hosting some cycle drop in centres where we are registering cycles and selling D-locks and lights alongside the sustainability team

Work with the Loughborough
Business Improvement District

Loughborough
Central

Ongoing Officers Time Outcome –To plan and deliver at least 1 new
crime prevention initiative in the Town.
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(BID) to use and develop best
practice to tackle Business Crime

Neighbourhood
Delivery Group Measure – Work delivered as part of new

initiative.

Progress
Quarter one

 Plans have been drawn up for a business crime event to be held later in the year. Specific areas of commercial burglary and retail crime
have been identified. Currently being planned by Charnwood Borough Council, Leicestershire Police and Love Loughborough BID

Quarter Two
The work conducted around the Town Centre is ongoing especially around shoplifting offences.  The shortfalls in police officers means that we
cannot always attend reports of shoplifting.  This causes frustrations with businesses in the Town Centre.  Therefore Police decided to identify the
top 3 most prolific offenders in order to expedite enquiries and fast track prosecution.  This has resulted in the top three all in custody at one point,
with one being served a criminal behaviour order.  The issues remains under reporting from the businesses.  PC Green has identified an initiative
he would like to pursue to encourage the use of online reporting.  This is going to be in the form of fridge magnets to be purchased with some
funding and distributed to the businesses.  We continue to work with the BID to improve the service in the Town Centre.

Conduct a review of the
Partnership Student Crime
Strategy (Operation Lexical) in
June 2017 to assess learning and
make improvements for the
academic year 2017/18

Community Safety
Team – Allison
Fadesco

Ongoing Officers Time Outcome –A review is carried out and
improvements are made the Partnership
Student Crime Strategy

Measure – The new strategy is implemented

Progress
Quarter One

 The data has been gathered to conduction the review of the Partnership Student Crime Strategy
Quarter Two
Local Police team have analysed reports of acquisitive crime, in particular burglaries.  The main conclusions were that most of the burglaries from
the previous year were in and around the student triangle area.  This analysis explores peak times and days and also includes MO’s of the
offences. This allows us to concentrate our Op Lexical staff to be in the right place at the predicted times.  The analysis conducted also list repeat
house that have been targeted.  This then allows us to visit and ensure the students are aware of the previous issues and we can ensure that have
the appropriate crime reduction advice.

Priority 2: Create safer town centres by reducing alcohol / substance misuse related violence, commercial crime and street related ASB
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Key Actions Lead Agency Time Scales Financial  and
Resources
implications

Outcome Target & Performance Measure

Continuing support for the
Loughborough Street Pastor
Project in the form of training and
financial support

Allison
Fadesco/Sarah
Fisher

On-going Officer time

£3,000

Outcome
To continue the effective delivery of support
services to night time economy users

Measure
Number of Users supported on a quarterly
basis compared to same period in preceding
year

Progress
Quarter One
NAME OF SCHEME
Loughborough

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES FOR THE
QUARTER - APRIL - JUNE 2017

No of trained Street Pastors 18 In training 2

No of Prayer Pastors 1

No of patrols in the quarter 10 Total volunteer hours
(patrols x SP/PPs x hrs
worked)

SP = 177.75
PP = 4
Meeting/Training = 15

No of bottles/glasses collected
165 (bottles) 12 (glasses) Blankets/Hats = 7

Scarfs/Socks =  7
No of flip flops given out

9
No of lollies/water given out Lollies = 39

Water = 15

Interventions
(People spoken to)

Male Female

U 13 13 –
17

18 –
25

25 –
40

40+ U 13 13 –
17

18 –
25

25 –
40

40+
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(See codes for ethnicity)  IC1
IC4

IC0

1 25

1

24
2
1

1 33
2

22

Problems/issues/concerns The number of those presenting homeless 32 over the quarter all know to us
none new to us. SP’s responded to calls over CCTV Radio, nothing unusual,
too much drink etc.  the amount of younger (i.e. under age young
teenagers)people seems to have increased this quarter.  Taken one man to
urgent care centre (in his 50’s) very confused.

Highlights Good conversations. Good relationships with external partners.

Any additional activities undertaken
during quarter

AGM

Funding received or applied for None

Additional information Police briefings and CCTV most helpful.

Quarter Two
NAME OF SCHEME
Loughborough

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES FOR THE
QUARTER - JULY - SEPT 2017

No of trained Street Pastors 18 In training 2

No of Prayer Pastors 1

No of patrols in the quarter 11 Total volunteer hours
(patrols x SP/PPs x hrs
worked)

SP = 192.75
PP = 4
Meeting/Training = 81

No of bottles/glasses collected
176 (bottles) 40 (glasses) Blankets/Hats = 2
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Scarfs/Socks =  0
No of flip flops given out

12
No of lollies/water given out Lollies = 10

Water =  4

Interventions
(People spoken to)

Male Female

U 13 13 –
17

18 –
25

25 –
40

40+ U 13 13 –
17

18 –
25

25 –
40

40+

(See codes for ethnicity)  IC1
IC4

IC0

14 17
1

25 9

Problems/issues/concerns Quiet quarter on the whole. Number presenting homeless is constant – just
an observation a number of the same people seem to be in town during the
day.  The last few weeks more lively with the return of students. Same
situations needing food; drinks and a listening ear or someone to walk with.

Highlights Good conversations. Good relationships with external partners. Awards
Evening – Urban Trinity Award given to Pubwatch. Awards given to SP’s
for 5yrs service.

Any additional activities undertaken
during quarter

Awards Evening
2 Information Evenings.

Funding received or applied for None

Additional information Police briefings and CCTV most helpful.

Work in partnership with the
Business Improvement District to
support effective crime prevention
schemes and enhance information
sharing.

Loughborough
Central
Neighbourhood
Delivery Group

Ongoing Officers Time Outcome –To plan and deliver at least 1 new
crime prevention initiative in the Town.

Measure – Work delivered as part of new
initiative.
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Progress:
Quarter One
Business crime event is planned for later in the year. Leicestershire Police is working with the Love Loughborough BID to use an evidence based
practice approach to preventing shop theft by working closely with retailers issuing advice. Love Loughborough BID is exploring an information
exchange using Facebook similar to that currently employed via Pubwatch. A Business Watch is also being explored

Quarter Two
Stats requested, but not yet received.

To raise awareness of
opportunistic crimes within the day
time economy and provide effective
prevention campaigns

Loughborough
Central
Neighbourhood
Delivery Group

Ongoing Officers Time Outcome – To plan and deliver at least 1
new crime prevention initiative in the Town
during the day time

Measure – Work delivered as part of new
initiative.

Progress
Quarter One
Loughborough Central currently have shoplifting as a beat priority. Working with police retail crime unit and with businesses to reduce impact of
shoplifting.
Quarter Two
There have been issues around purse dipping offences.  It is likely that we will look at funding for purse bells and then as part of Op Hamper
(targeting shoplifters before the offence is committed) develop this into a crime reduction opportunity.

Reduce opportunities for crime
through rolling awareness
campaigns (e.g. Stay Safe, Drink
Drive etc).

Loughborough
Central
Neighbourhood
Delivery Group

Ongoing Officers Time Outcome –2 alcohol harm reduction
initiatives/campaigns in Charnwood

Measure – 2  initiatives./campaigns
completed

Progress:
Quarter One

 Fatal Four operation conducted on 10th May 2017 in relation to drink drive, mobile phone use, seatbelts and speeding
Quarter Two

 Operation Anthem continues to run from the Police and we work in conjunction with the Street Pastors to ensure night time revellers are as
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safe as possible.
 PC 1845 Green oversees licensing operations, which includes test purchasing to ensure sales to underage persons is monitored and

challenged.

Support events, businesses and
the Police by providing effective
CCTV coverage and monitoring.

CCTV Team Ongoing Officers Time Outcome – CCTV coverage in town centres
24/7

Measure – The number of crime and ASB
incidents recorded and monitored by CCTV.

Progress

Quarter One
CCTV coverage in the town centre is monitored 24/7

Incident Number

Viewing requests 79

Disk requested and Burned 20

Arrests 10

ASB 28

Attempted Theft 19

Begging 18

Burglary 4
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Drug related instances 3

People under the influence of Alcohol or Vulnerable 16

Missing Persons 12

Assaults/Fights 28

Road Traffic Accidents 5

Suspicious People 32

Theft from Store 21

Weapons 6

Quarter Two
CCTV team have provided the following stats:

Incident July August September

Viewing requests 49 50 56

Disk requested and Burned 15 19 15

Arrests 16 12 12

ASB 8 15 13

Attempted Theft 16 19 9
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Begging 15 9 18

Burglary 2 6 1

Drug related instances 6 12 3

People under the influence of Alcohol or Vulnerable 13 10 10

Missing Persons 15 10 22

Assaults/Fights 15 24 10

Road Traffic Accidents 1 2 2

Suspicious People 32 53
20

Theft from Store 35 18 27

Weapons 11 5 3

To monitor  the recent Breathalyse
Scheme  and extend it to other
premises that have expressed an
interest

Mike Green Ongoing Officer Time Outcome
To reduce the number alcohol fuelled violent
crime Incidents

Measure - The number of Licence Premises
signed up to the scheme
The number of times the units were used by
each premises

Progress:
Quarter one
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 Data is not available at time of writing as PC Green is on leave

Quarter Two
 I do not have an update on this at present.

Priority 3: Proactively tackle ASB and improve outcomes for victims

Key Actions Lead Agency Time Scales Financial &
Resource

implications

Outcome Target & Performance Measure

Increase the opportunities to
identify issues of transient
noise/nuisance and those
responsible in particular;
investigating and detecting the
same via use of additional
resources to include a continued
commitment to support the Student
Support Scheme

Charnwood
Borough Council
/PC Charlotte
Dickens/
Loughborough
University

Ongoing Officer time &
£18,000

Outcome- Explore and implement initiatives
to a) prevent transient noise and b) identify
perpetrators of transient noise

Measure- Number of initiatives implemented
and number of perpetrators identified

Progress:
Quarter One

 The student Support Scheme has been used on the following days :
 In May the patrols were deployed on the following dates 3rd, 5th, 12th 26th.
 In June the patrols were deployed on the 20th, 21st and 23rd

 Patrols have targeted Wednesday and Friday nights which are normally busier than other days of the week.

Quarter Two
PC Charlotte Dickens and PCSO Lucinda Bailey work closely with community wardens and security teams at the University to not only patrol, but to
enforce any reports that arise.  They hold a weekly meeting with the University to discuss where the issues have been and takes the appropriate
action in conjunction with the University and Charnwood Borough council. The use of staff from op Lexical to patrol those areas will form part of the
ongoing debriefing process and officers will be placed into those areas where we are suffering from those particular issues.
A number of initiatives are run which I have mentioned earlier in this document.
The student street support scheme is an important initiative that continues to run.  A number of staff assist on anticipated busy nights to escort
students into Loughborough Town and aim to help keep transient noise at a minimum.
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Priority 8: To reduce the level of fear of crime and ASB

Key Actions Lead Agency Time Scales Financial &
Resource

implications

Outcome Target & Performance Measure

Review and implement an
Integrated Neighbourhood
Management Plan
For Police Beat 62. (University and
Loughborough town Centre)

To reduce crime, reduce re
offending, increase community
confidence and engagement,
provide multi agency support and
interventions for victims.

Leicestershire
Police/CBC/Lough
borough University

Ongoing

Officer Time

£2,500 for additional
resources/

materials to meet
priorities 1 and 4
and deliver the

Integrated
Neighbourhood

safety plan

Outcome – Review and implement  the plan

Agency Lead to report to Crime JAG each
month on progress towards CSP Plan

Report progress to CSP quarterly.

Measures – (Beat 62)
As outlined in integrated neighbourhood
management plan

Progress
Quarter One

 The Loughborough Central group has reviewed their existing neighbourhood management plan and continued with the same themes and
format.

Quarter Two
 All new actions have been incorporated into the refreshed Neighbourhood Management Plan and the Loughborough Central Group monitors

this at each meeting.
 All new projects and actions are added to the action plan and updates given at the meeting
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Loughborough East Neighbourhood
Delivery Group

Action Plan
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Charnwood Community Safety Partnership Plan
Action Plan 2017-2018

The three broad themes of the CSP are:
Theme 1: Making Communities Safer
Theme 2: Protecting Vulnerable People
Theme 3: Improving Community, Confidence, Engagement and Cohesion

Priority 1: Reduce All Crime particularly: Domestic Burglary
Priority 2: Create safer town centres by reducing alcohol / substance misuse related violence, commercial crime and street related
ASB
Priority 3: Proactively tackle ASB and improve outcomes for victims
Priority 4: Increase reporting of Domestic Abuse and Hate Crime and promote positive outcomes for victims
Priority 5 : Reduce the risk of harm for young people – including Child Sexual Exploitation and Cyber Bullying
Priority 6 : Protect the most vulnerable in our communities particularly High Risk, Previous and Repeat Victims of Crime  and ASB
Priority 7: Prevent people being drawn into extremism
Priority 8: To reduce the level of fear of crime and ASB

Priority 1: Reduce All Crime particularly: Domestic Burglary

Key Action
Lead Agency or

Responsible
Officer

Time Scales
Financial &
Resource

Implications
Outcome Target

Identify a cohort of 10 persistent
perpetrators that are causing harm
to Loughborough East area and
look to manage through multi
agency working.

Loughborough
East
Neighbourhood
Delivery Plan

Rolling action Officer Time Outcome – To effectively manage the cohort
of 10 offenders and reduce their offending.

Measure – Reduction in offending by the
identified cohort.

Progress
Quarter One
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 Loughborough East working group don’t have a specific 10, we are looking we have two groups of nominals. 1) IOM managed offenders 2) a
group of persons who are causing us most harm.

Quarter Two
 At the LEDG meeting on the 15/9/17 – the first and only one chaired by Ps 1865 Wharton – an action to all agencies to submit by the 1st

October 2017 a list of who they propose to form a cohort of 10 persons that are causing harm across Loughborough East
 Loughborough East working group don’t have a specific 10, we are looking we have two groups of nominals. 1) IOM managed offenders 2) a

group of persons who are causing us most harm.

Priority 8: To reduce the level of fear of crime and ASB

Key Actions Lead Agency Time Scales Financial &
Resource

implications

Outcome Target & Performance
Measure

Review and implement an
Integrated Neighbourhood
Management Plan  For Police Beat
65.(Including Priority
Neighbourhoods Hastings/Bell
Foundry and Warwick Way estate)

To reduce crime, reduce re
offending, increase community
confidence and engagement,
provide multi agency support and
interventions for victims.

Leicestershire
Police

Ongoing Officer time

£2,500 to undertake
crime prevention
campaigns to reduce
crime, prevent re
offending and
increase community
confidence through
engagement

Outcome –Review and develop integrated
neighbourhood management plan for beat

Deliver the reviewed the plan outcomes
during 2017-2018.

Agency Lead to report to Crime JAG each
month on progress towards CSP Plan
priorities and Beat planned actions.

Report progress to CSP quarterly.

Measures – (BEAT 65)

As outlined in integrated neighbourhood
management plan

Progress
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Quarter One
 Beat 65 has an integrated neighbourhood management plan. By tackling core offenders they reduce reoffending and through PACTs they

increase community confidence and engagement.
 This plan succeeded well in previous year and has been refreshed for 2017/2018

Quarter Two

 The plan continues to be monitored and review at each meeting

Develop and Support a process of
communicating with
neighbourhoods (PACTS)

Neighbourhood
Delivery  Group

Ongoing Officer Time Outcome –PACTS are set up in all priority
neighbourhoods

Measure – The number of PACTs  set up

Progress
Quarter one

 The PACTS on the Bell Foundry are still taking place
Quarter Two

 The Bell Foundry PACT is holding regularly meetings with good attendance.  A PACT is being developed for the Warwick Way estate.
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CHARNWOOD COMMUNITY SAFETY PARTNERSHIP
26TH OCTOBER 2017

ITEM 8 LEICESTERSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL UPDATE

What work has been delivered in the last quarter, what is working well, development
needs, partnership issues, upcoming work etc.

ASB

Eight ASB Incremental Approach training sessions have been delivered to front line
Neighbourhood Policing staff and over 35 staff from Local Authorities. 99% of the
overall feedback received from attendees of the sessions was good or very good.

The intention is to roll out further sessions around every six months to ensure any
new staff or staff that missed this round of training receive the input. This will aid all
partners in ensuring a consistent approach to ASB case management across
Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland.

Alongside the training, all related ASB Incremental Approach paperwork has been
updated and added to Sentinel, including the guidance Incremental Approach
document which has been agreed and signed off by partners and added to Sentinel
for practitioners to refer to when necessary.

The team are working alongside the Police and Vantage to finalise the de-duplication
of records on Sentinel V2.8. Once this is complete, partners will be contacted and
asked to begin the work of de-duplicating their records and once this is complete, we
can begin further discussions with Vantage about the move to V3.

Prevent

The second round of the Going to Extremes play was rolled out on 2nd October for
two weeks. This round of performances ended on 13th October and feedback from
schools was once again very positive.  WRAP training (Workshop to Raise
Awareness of Prevent) continues to be delivered across the County with a big focus
on schools and childcare settings.

A ‘prevent event’ delivered collaboratively by Leicestershire County Council, The St
Philips Centre, the Police, and Charnwood Borough Council was held in
Loughborough on 13th September.

The event was a ‘problem or solution’ workshop and was attended by members of
the Loughborough community who participated in debate and questions.  This was a
successful event that saw a number of issues raised and challenged and then
discussed openly.  Feedback was positive.  In July Leicestershire County Council
hosted a group of young people from the National Citizen Service who had chosen
Prevent as their Summer Social Action Project.  We worked with Leicestershire and
Derbyshire Prevent Officers to deliver work to the young people and help them
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understand the aims of prevent.  They were then challenged to help Prevent become
more accessible, understandable and relevant to young people.  The group worked
on social media platforms, conducted market research, and even created some short
films about prevent.

Hate

National Hate Crime Week, 14th – 21st October

No place for hate is the message behind two new informative videos released by
Leicestershire County Council. The first video explains the difference between a hate
crime and hate incident, while the second focuses on victims experience of reporting
the crime – highlighting why reporting does make a difference.

The County Council and its district partners across Leicester, Leicestershire and
Rutland (LLR), as well as the police, took part in raising awareness about how and
where victims and witnesses can report hate incidents and crimes, as part of this
year’s National Hate Crime Awareness Week (14th -21st October).

All partners across LLR linked into the national thunderclap on the 14th October.

An LLR campaign calendar outlined key activities taking place during the campaign
week by all partners. A copy is attached as an appendix.

Again this year across all partnerships the theme based on ‘Love Food Hate Crime’
was promoted to encourage people to celebrate and value diverse communities
collectively by supporting individuals and their families affected by Hate Crime.
Partners were encouraged to do this by promoting the message through local
networking events and to bring in the simple concept of sharing food and cakes
reflecting people’s heritage and background. All partners were encouraged to take
picture of their events and share them on social media.

LLR wide hate e-learning module on Learning Pool has been launched across all
District and Borough partnerships.  The module has been uploaded onto the
Charnwood Borough Council Learning Pool Platform to promote during the NHCW
2017.
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Domestic Abuse

New resources have been developed in relation to child on parent domestic abuse
and are held on the LRSB domestic abuse pages. This includes a “Child on Parent
Domestic Abuse First Aid Kit” http://lrsb.org.uk/lmagrda-child-parent-abuse. Work is
underway within Children and Family Services to map and understand needs in
relation to child on parent domestic abuse and devise a future support model for this
growing issue.

The LLR DVSV Comms group is pulling together a number of materials to raise
awareness of domestic abuse and sexual violence services in November 2017. Soon
to be circulated with district SPOCs are posters, toilet door stickers, Coffee sleeves
and other items, which will be have a mixture of universal and targeted uses. Comms
leads for the boroughs will be contacted to share tweet schedules and the DVSV
Comms group will share electronic versions of assets for display on LCD/plasma
screens where boroughs are able to accommodate.  More information will be
circulated in the next fortnight. Look out for the WRONG campaign in November
2017.

After a hiatus, Operation Encompass is back up and running in Leicestershire.
Where police have visited a domestic incident, the school are provided with
notification the following day. This does not replace ongoing processes but does
provide opportunities for the child to be shown additional compassion and
understanding. It also supports a watching brief. For FAQ about how Operation
Encompass works visit - http://lrsb.org.uk/advice-for-schools. OFSTED and HMIC
are now actively championing Operation Encompass.

We are now into Quarter 3 of the Complex Needs Refuge Project – an LLR service
funded by the Department of Communities and Local Government. The services
provide refuge support for women with complex needs, including mental health,
substance misuse and insecure immigration status. The service is currently funded
until 30th April 2017. For more information about the service visit; http://www.wa-
leicester.org.uk/site/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Doors-Opening-Project-
Leaflet_Sept-2017.pdf

IMPACT

There is no upcoming work planned in the area, previous work has been focused
around Shelthorpe where Impact have delivered reassurance visits and engaged
with young people in the area. Impact has also worked around McDonalds again
and ran sports sessions which were well received and McDonalds reported they had
fewer issues this summer than they have ever had.
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 National Hate Crime Week Planner 2017
14th - 21st October 

Local Theme Social Courage 

Leicestershire County Council  

Media Comms Pack to be iussued by LCC Comms team to all Partners with all key messages 
3rd October  

Articles to promote hatewarness issues in Autumn Governors Newsletter and the Forest Way Teaching Alliance Autumn edition Autunm Edition 

Diversity Workshop - Newton Buroland Primary School - NWLD 5th Sept 

Article to encourge staff meetings at County to include Love Food Hate Crime across team meetings -  staff to bring in food and 16th -20th Oct

Displays and leaflets in County Hall reception & key messages on the electronic board Oct-17

Short videos on what is hate and why report (voice overs - for relaease via social media)  16th October  

Daily messages to be issued via Twitter to raise awareness of campaign and reporting  16 - 21st Oct 

Join in on national campaign thunderclap 14th Oct 

All main libaries to display Stamp it Out Posters to raise awarness during the campaign week 16-21st October 

Hate Incident Monitoring Project Co-ordinator will be supporting all districts with work across the county during the week and during 

the year ongoing 

Launch of the new E-learning Hate Awareness module for staff  across LLR that have access to Learning Pool 
16th Oct

Gypsy and Traveller Conferecne faciliated by Leicesterhisre G.A.T.E Project and supported by MATU
26th Oct 

Don't Hate Educate Conference at City Hall Leicester CYCLe Sub Group in partnership with Leicester City Youth Council and the 

Police. 13th Oct 

No Hate - Love Food  - Food Fuddle to be hosted by staff in YOS & CST 
18th Oct - tbc 

 County Anti-Bullying Team 
Promote information & resources re Disability & Bullying via the All Together programme on our website: 

http://www.anti-bullyingalliance.org.uk/our-work/all-together-programme-disablist-bullying/  

ongoing 

Use social media to support campaigns via @BeyondLCC ongoing 
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18th November run conference for schools re prejudice driven bullying, focussing on Homophobic, Biphobic & Transphobic bullying
18th Nov 

Blaby & Hinckley & Bosworth
Publicity materials to be issued to Parish Councils, Community Groups, BB19 Youth Bus, Resident Support Groups & Voluntary 

Sector organisations 16th - 21st Oct 

Hate Crime article in Community Safety Partnership e-newsletter 16th - 21st Oct 

Promote awareness via council website 16th - 21st Oct 

Hate Awareness sessions on board BB19 Youth bus 16th - 21st Oct 

Thunderclap & Daily re tweets to be issued via Twitter to raise awareness 14th & 16th - 21st Oct 

Information and awareness materials to be issued to local youth councils, schools 16th - 21st Oct 

Join in on national campaign thunderclap 14th Oct

Link to re launched e-learning Hate Awareness module for staff via Learning Pool 16th 21st Oct 

Community relations Forum -  FREE event will include a drama production ‘Going to Extremes’ 2nd October 

Charnwood

Hate e-learning package to be delivered to CBC staff
14-21st October

Hate awareness information to be shared at the Drop In facility for the homeless
18th October

Hate awareness information to be shared during the Loughborough University information fair 19th October

Hate awareness stand at Loughborough University library 17th October

Hate and Community Engagement event in Shelthorpe 11th October 

Hate Awareness session at the GP Practice at Loughborough University 9th Oct

Campaign posters to be displayed in Fielding Court where a number of vulnerable residents reside 16th October

Daily messages to be issued via Twitter and CBC website will host the campaign banner 14-21st Oct

Join in on national campaign thunderclap 14-21st Oct

Harborough
PowerPoint on display in HDC reception 16th - 21st Oct 

Stand at the market in Market Harborough 16th - 21st Oct 

Link to re launched e-learning Hate Awareness module for staff via Learning Pool 16th - 21st Oct 

supporting thunderclap and tweets  14th & 16th -21st Oct 

Melton
Update SMART scheme retailers to relaunch Safe Place Scheme 27-Sep

Campaign posters will be displayed at the following places:   The Cove Youth Club, The Edge Youth Club, fairmead Youth Club, 

Phoenix House, Venture House, Melton Library,  Melton Police Station  09-Oct
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Staff at the youth clubs will deliver a short presentation about the campaign - enquires to be directed to ASB lead, at Melton BC (to 

include info on Safe Place) 13-Oct

Information to be relayed via Radio Eye - E Tindall 12 & 19 Oct

Information about the awareness will be circulated to the residents groups in Melton on going

Banner will be displayed in the main offices building and enquiries to be directed to ASB officer at Melton BC 13-20 Oct

Information about the awareness will appear in the press; The rage News and In Touch & Tweets  13-20 Oct

Awareness sessions will be delivered by ASB officer to residents groups - The Rage and The Town Centre 13-20 Oct

Town Centre chat (various locations at different times) - Police & ASB Officer 17-Oct

Link to re launched e-learning Hate Awareness module for staff via Learning Pool 16th 21st Oct 

Join in on national campaign thunderclap 14 Oct onwards

Oadby & Wigston
Displays and leaflets in Council Office reception 16th -21st Oct

Messages to be issued via Twitter on OW Community Safety account & Thunderclap 14th & 16th - 21st Oct 

Link to re launched e-learning Hate Awareness module for staff via Learning Pool 16th - 21st Oct 

Leicestershire Constabulary 
There are no specific events being run by Leicestershire Police but local officers should be working with and support District and 

Borough colleagues with local events. 

Service of Hope and Remembrance in National Hate Crime Awareness Week at Leicester Cathedral 19th October 

Supporting National Hate Crime Week - Thunder clap  14th & 16th - 21st Oct 

Leicester City Council 
Raising awareness internally about Hate Crime and about the Hate Crime Awareness Week 16th - 21st Oct 

Promoting  the Stamp  it out posters across services within the council to display 16th - 21st Oct 

Working in Partnership with Police to distribute posters to takeaways in city centres and taxi operators in the City 16th - 21st Oct 

Work being undertaken with schools around anti-bullying week which is week beginning 13th 17th  November 13th - 17th  Nov 

Link to re launched e-learning Hate Awareness module for staff via Learning Pool 16th - 21st Oct 

Join in on national campaign thunderclap 14th Oct 

Rutland County Council 
New Media tweets by Council accounts 16th - 21st Oct

Promote reporting routes for victims for example Stamp It Out 16th - 21st Oct
Leaflets distributed at Community Safety Roadshows being held

10th 23rd & 24th October 

Messages on display TVs across the Council’s buildings 16th - 21st Oct 

Hate Crime week awareness piece to be published in the One Council newsletter 16th - 21st Oct 

Youth Club Awareness of bullying / hate issues 16th - 21st Oct 

Link to re launched e-learning Hate Awareness module for staff via Learning Pool 16th - 21st Oct 

Join in on national campaign thunderclap 14th Oct
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Leicestershire Partnership NHS Trust  
Stamp It Out-Respect Difference Say No to Hate-Banner in LPT HQ Reception 16th - 21st Oct

link into the Thunderclap & Tweets/Retweets 14th & 16-21 Oct 

Comms to promote the Hate Crime & Health E-Module - for 2017 campaign 14th - 21st Oct 

Promote incident and cause reporting system LPT (incorporates national Hate Crime strands)  14th - 21st Oct 

 Key campaign messages via LLC comms pack to be issued via Health Comms Leads 16th - 21st Oct 

Hate Crime Partnership placard - displayed at the reception in the Bradgate Unit  - Don’t Hate the Difference, make a Difference   
ongoing 

Hate Crime learning module is referenced in Prevent  WRAP training delivery ongoing 
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COMMUNITY SAFETY PARTNERSHIP – 26TH OCTOBER 2017

ITEM 10 FORWARD PROGRAMME

Purpose of the Report

To enable the Partnership to consider and manage its forward programme of work.

Recommendation

To agree that the Partnership’s forward programme of work be updated in
accordance with the decisions taken during consideration of this item and any further
decisions taken during the course of the meeting.

Background

The Partnership’s current forward programme is appended to this report.  Two items
that were added or amended at the Partnership’s July meeting are highlighted.
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APPENDIX
FORWARD PROGRAMME

ITEM DETAIL DATE ACTION BY

Performance
Update

Standing Item

To include information from the
hate incident dashboards

October
2017 A. Fadesco

Delivery Group
Updates Standing Item October

2017

Insp D.
Barker / T.
McCabe

Funding
Proposals and
Updates

Standing Item October
2017 T. McCabe

Leicestershire
County Council
Update

Standing Item October
2017 K. Chauhan

Student Street
Support Scheme Standing item October

2017
G.
Feavyour

Partnership
Action Plan

Standing item to provide quarterly
updates

October
2017

Insp D.
Barker

Police and Crime
Commissioner

To attend when the OPCC Police
and Crime Plan 2017/18 is being
reviewed after 6 months

October
2017 W. Bach

Integrated
Offender
Management

Update from the Integrated
Offender Management service

October
2017

D. Insp C.
Barratt

Partnership
Locality Fund
2017/18

Update report October
2017 T. McCabe

Draft Delivery
Group Action
Plans

2018/19 plans to be submitted for
consideration and approval. April 2018

(Annual)
A. Fadesco
/ T. McCabe

Appointment of
Vice-chair

The appointment of a Vice-chair is
required at the first meeting
following the start of each Council
Year.

(The terms of reference state that
the Cabinet Lead Member for
Community Safety will chair the
Partnership)

July 2018
(Annual)

Committee
Clerk

Twenty Twenty Monitoring Reports – regular
updates

To be
scheduled

(last
considered
April 2016)

A. Fadesco
/ I. Neale
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